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Inkema Range

Inkema is not just a specialist in industrial doors. More than 35 
years of experience in its sector have led Inkema to extend its 
product  range,  to  fully  satisfy  all  the  needs  of  its custom-
ers,   from    more    than    80    countries.

Inkema’s range of products brings together variety,  innovation, 
functionality, quality, price and service. This is the result ofthe 
constant work of its different departments.

The range includes: loading bays, dock levellers, loading 
bridges,  free standing frames and dock houses, dock shelters, 
scissor lift tables, industrial doors, high-speed doors and fire 
doors. All of the products can be made to a wide range of sizes.

Just contact the Inkema specialists and they will deal  with 
meeting all of your needs.

A Wide Range to Satisfy All Needs.

inkema@inkema.com

 Inkema Sistemas S.L. reserves the right to change the specifications without prior notice with a view to improving the product.
 The data in this catalogue are informative in nature and in no case may be deemed to represent contractual conditions.

export@inkema.com
Tel 902 47 47 46
+34 93 544 47 08
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Industrial Doors

Welcome to Inkema, the company specialising in goods 
loading and unloading points. It has a team with over 30 years 
of experience in the sector, highly qualified to design, produce 
and install the best solution for each case.

As manufacturers with our own R&D+I department, Inkema 
guarantees precise, robust and safe manufacture of all of its 
products, exceeding the demands of European standards. All 
of this at the best possible price and with proven quality that 
gives users great, long-life performance. However, Inkema 
does not settle with this and therefore innovation and research 
are 2 of its mainstays.

Welcome to Inkema.

One Need. One Solution. Maximum functionality.
After years of work with our customers from all the industrial 
sectors, we are capable of adapting continuously our range of 
solutions aimed at the needs and requirements of our            
customers.

That is the reason why the correct election of the model and the 
version of an industrial door is crucial, as the correct product 
can optimize the logistic processes and cut costs. In Inkema 
we have a wide range of industrial doors, developed according 
to each customer’s needs.

Inkema’s industrial doors are an essential element for any 
installation, due to its maximum structural resistance and 
lightness.

In this catalogue you will find all the existing industrial doors. All 
of them are equally practical, safe, functional and lasting,  but 
each one of them has been adapted to a specific need.

Sectional industrial door fully glazed. 

Folding industrial door with pedestrian door

Industrial folding door

The Inkema Industrial Doors provide thermal and acoustic 
insulation. They are specially designed for its use in ware-
houses, logistic centres and any type of installation.

In Inkema we have a wide range of industrial doors with a huge 
variety of finishing and accessories according to the needs of 
each customer:

Sectional Doors: Doors formed by a joint of sliding 
panels with a guide-bearing system. With a compensation 
line that ensures the door in the desired position, eliminat-
ing unnecessary efforts in its use.

Folding Doors: Flexibility and practicality. These are the 
main characteristics of the folding doors, formed by 
vertical leaves joined by hinges of high resistance. 

Sliding Doors: Formed by one or more leaves sliding 
through one or more guides. They are equipped by 
manual or motorized opening systems, to satisfy all 
needs.

Roll-up Doors: They are specially indicated for premises 
or installations with a big vehicle circulation, due to their 
big resistance. They have all the necessary safety devices 
for each situation.

Safe, modular and adaptable.

Sealing: The Inkema industrial doors have been 
designed to eliminate any risk of cold bridging. The panels 
and tracks are equipped with PVC profiles to avoid any 
possible thermal leaks.

Functionality: We have a wide range of industrial doors, 
which allows us to be competitive in any economic sector: 
logistics, food industry, manufacturing, aeronautical, etc.  
Our sectional, folding and roll-up doors can be used in any 
sector or industry.

Materials and finishings: Inkema offers multiple options 
for your doors: with windows, fully glazed, made of 
aluminium, with different colours, with pass-doors... 
Inkema also guarantees that all components of our   
industrial doors have passed the most strict Quality 
Controls.

The highest quality solutions,
even in the finishing. 
The Inkema industrial doors enhance the external appearance 
of any industrial building. Any of our industrial doors provides a 
resistant sealing safe to the outwards, with a perfect insulation, 
and always complying with safety regulations.

Industrial door with windows
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Inkema sectional doors are ideal for the closing of any indus-
trial building or warehouse, due to their resistance and easy 
handling. They also saves energy in the installations which 
require thermal insulation. 

The sectional doors are formed by the following elements:

The most versatile solution.

Panels: Formed by two sheets of galvanized painting for 
their external parts and joined by hot injected polyurethane 
foam to ensure its durability.  It is thus obtained an insula-
tion of 1.65 W/m²K.

Tracks: Ready-made with different 2 mm thick galvanized 
profiles. They hold with total security the rail where the 
door is slipped through the pre-frame. The tracks are 
specially designed to take up the minimum possible space 
and they are presented in different formats (vertical lift, 
normal lift, high lift, low headroom).

Compensation line: Designed to have a minimum life of 
15,000 cycles, and with the necessary springs for their 
functioning. They are jointed to the rolling drums through 
an axle. These drums pick up the steel cable that is jointed 
to the panels and keeps them hung.

Door hardware: Next to the fixing screws, it is galvanized 
in zinc to ensure its durability.

Sectional Doors

Inkema glazed sectional doors combine a perfect visibility of 
the outside with a functional enclosure, offering security and 
robustness.

Thanks to their transparency, resistance and aesthetics, the 
Inkema glassed sectional doors are the best option to benefit 
from natural light, to show the inside to the outside and to give 
a modern image to the installation.

Adapted to the most demanding needs.
Thanks to their transparency, resistance and aesthetics, the 
Inkema glassed sectional doors are the best option to  
benefit from natural light, to show the inside to the outside and 
to give a modern image to the installation. Glazings are 
available in different materials.

Glazed

Torsion springs: They constantly compensate the weight 
of the door.

Sealing joints: Upper and lower panels, as well as vertical 
tracks, are provided with aluminium profiles with PVC 
joints to prevent thermal leaks.

Anti-theft bolt: Placed on one side of the panels.

Quick-lock motor in the event of a breakdown of the 
power supply.

1

2

3

Sectional Doors
Standard

Double hardware for big 
doors (>5m.)

1

2

3

The aluminium profile offers a universe of possibilities 
regarding the surface to be glassed and the way of doing  
it.
The base panel is formed by two sectional doors with 
galvanized painting, available in any colour for both sides 
of the panel.
On the other hand, the 40 mm glassed panels are formed 
by an extruded aluminium profile with an anodized 
treatment, and a 3 mm glazing, made of a synthetic mate-
rial (acrylic), completely transparent. This allows the 
damaged windows to be replaced fast and easily, and 
changing entire glassed panels by other insulated ones.

Compensation line: Springs treated with shot-peening 
system. It enlarges their life about 40%. Pre-greased 
springs to ensure its durability.

Tracks manufactured in 2 mm galvanized steel without 
welding. PVC seals between the door and the rail for its 
insulation.
 

Panels formed by two galvanized and painted sections 
and joined with polyurethane foam. 4 cm thickness.

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

4

2

2
Glassed door with 
pedestrian door. 

Support omega for big 
doors (>5m.) 
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Sectional Doors

The Inkema sectional doors provide to the installation a 
perfect insulation, which eliminates the danger of thermal 
bridge:

Optional equipment
The Inkema sectional doors have the following options:

     Door operators according to existing regulations
     Pedestrian door with or without lower frame. 
     80 mm. panel.
     Pulls with handles and external lock. 
     Windows with rubber profiles

    

Every panel in the assembly has a joint of foam in its lower 
part that guarantees its perfect adjustment.

The bottom assembly of panels has a rubber profile that 
avoids thermal leaks between the panel and the floor.

The top assembly of panels has a rubber coupling that 
guarantees the sealing between the panel and the lift.

The tracks have a vertical sealing joint which guarantees the 
insulation when pressing the panel assembly against them.

The Inkema sectional doors operate with two types of 
motors: Automatic and semi-automatic.

Dead man’s control system, developed for applications with a 
low level of requirements.
The encoder system with electronic limit switch, supplied as 
standard, allows the adjustment of the integrated command of 
the automatism with any standard 3-way push button. The door 
has the option to be opened with a dead man’s control system 
or with a push/open system.

Motors

Sectional Doors

Insulation guaranteed

Security elements
All sectional doors are equipped with the security systems 
against the spring breakage and against the breakage of the 
steel cable which holds them in case of the breakage of any 
element.

Furthermore, there are not projecting areas that can be a 
danger for people who are near the opening area, complying 
with all the security standards.

Operation: 
The door operates with the combination of a motor with a gear 
up to 0.55kW and a electrical control panel.
In the event of a failure in the power supply, the motor can be 
disengaged and the handle can be used to open/close the door. 
This motor works up to 24 rpm and its supply voltage is 3 x 
230/400V.

The operation of the automatic motor is given by an external 
control panel supplied by Inkema. The semi-automatic motor 
carrie

Colours

R
RAL 6009

R
RAL 5010

R
RAL 9006

R
RAL 9007

R
RAL 9002

R
RAL 8014

R
RAL 9010

R
RAL 3000

RAL 1021 
RAL 1021

R
RAL 7016

The external side of the panels is available in a 10 colour 
range. The internal part is in colour RAL 9002.

Safety lock, which blocks the door from the inside.  End-stroke shock absorber. Safety brakes: they prevent collisions and entrapments. Devices against cable breakage.

The Inkema design for our sectional doors can be very attractive:  High 
quality materials, fabrication and wide range of optional extras which 
give to the installations an elegant look, according to the corporative 
directives of the companies.

Emergency quick unlocking: 
The motors with quick unlocking installed by Inkema in all its 
doors offer an interesting and fast alternative for unlocking the 
sectional door in the event of a breakdown of the power supply.

Supply voltage:          Three-phase 3 x 230 / 400V

Motor power          0,37 kW

Output torque             100 Nm.

Tightness level          IP54

Output speed:          24 r.p.m.

Operation:          with electric control panel

Motor 

Supply voltage:         Three-phase 3 x 230 / 400V

Motor power:         0,37 kW

Output torque:         100 Nm.

Tightness level:         IP54

Output speed:         24 r.p.m.

Operation:          With control panel incorporated  
          and 3-way push button.

Automatic

Motor 
Semi-automatic

For other technical specifications about sectional doors, see 
page 18.

*
         Automatic Motor:       Automatic rise and lowering
  Semi-automatic Engine:  Automatic rise. 
     Deadman operated lowering.
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The Inkema folding doors are equipped with manual or 
motorized opening systems, and they guarantee the maximum 
functionality and durability for all type of activities, including the 
ones which require frequent traffic.

The folding doors hinge type are formed by the following 
elements:

The greatest benefits, always in style.

Panels: The door is formed by leaves of 52mm. thick 
sheets formed by its own perimeter frame of 2 mm. galva-
nized steel profiles. By the external side of the panel, a 20 
micron layer of paint is applied. It is also added a protective 
adhesive film for scratch protection during the manipula-
tion, fabrication and assembly processes. The film is 
removed once the door has been placed.

Guides: The higher guides of the door are made in 3 mm 
thick steel, electro galvanized and folded with a special 
design, which allows the eventual motorization of the 
assembly

Folding Doors
Hinge

Panels are hung in rails with bearings for an easy manoeu-
vring and covered in nylon to make them quieter. 

The polyurethane foam injection inside the panel guarantees 
an excellent insulation, complying with regulation DIN 4102 
class B2. The density of the injected and expanded polyure-
thane is not less than 43/45 Kg/m3. 

The sealing joints between leaves have natural double rubber.
EPDM (anti ageing) which guarantee maximum sealing 
leaving a space of 50 mm to avoid entrapments in all versions.

This kind of door does not need a lower guide, and in the 
laterals it has two 80x40mm galvanized steel profiles fixed to 
the guide. The structure is fixed in the wall as a rigid frame 
with a high degree of stability.

Window incorporated in pedestrian door with rubber profile.

Folding door with pedestrian door incorporated. Swing door with stainless steel finishing We design and manufacture completely adaptable doors.

Hinge 

1

2

3

4

Folding Doors

Locking bar: This safety device prevents hand entrap-
ment and allows door locking in two points. The locking 
bars run on Teflon-coated tracks. They allow a soft, quiet 
and precise operating. The upper and lower ends of the 
guides are formed of injected bronze tips
 
Hardware: The hinges of swing doors are attached at the 
front on the inside. They are of aluminium alloy and painted 
in matt black. Their design allows the shock absorption, 
limiting the damage that the leaves can endure.

RAL 3003 
Red ruby

RAL 6002
Green leaf

RAL 6005
Green moss

RAL 5010
Blue gentian

Optimal performance

RAL 7001
Grey silver

RAL 9006
Grey brilliant

RAL 9007
Grey aluminum

RAL 5009
Blue light

RAL 8028
Brown earth

RAL 8019
Brown dark

RAL 9002
White grey

RAL 9010
White pure

RAL 3000
Red fire

RAL 1021
Yellow

Standard door With pedestrian door Vision window with
 rubber frame

5

RAL 9016
White traffic

RAL 7016
Grey anthracite

4

1

5

3

2

* For other technical specifications about hinge type folding 
doors, see page 19
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Folding Doors
Guided

All folding doors can be motorized to ease their use, even when they have already 
been manufactured or installed

Locking device of the door. 

Guided 
Folding Doors

The folding swing doors with horizontal opening are mainly 
used in premises with a limited space around the door opening. 
These doors require a minimum space in the ceiling.

The folding swing doors are formed by the following 
elements:

Maximum adaptability, maximum security.

Panels: The door is formed by leaves of 52 mm thick 
formed by their perimetric frame of galvanized steel 
profiles of 2 mm and filled with insulating foam. The leaves 
are covered by a 0.8 mm thick galvanized steel smooth 
plate. By the external side of the panel, a 20 micron layer 
of paint is applied.

Guides: The upper guide (painted in black) is double, and 
the panel bearings slide through it. The guide also has, in 
one of its sides, a tray for door collection while folding. This 
guide is disposed in a way which allows the manual door to 
be easily motorized in the future. In the case of a sole  

Lateral  tray for door folding during operations.

The O-ring seals between leaves have EPDM double 
natural rubber (anti ageing), which guarantee the maximum 
sealing, leaving a 50 mm space to avoid entrapments in all 
their versions.

The panels are hung in guides with bearings, which ease 
manoeuvring. They are covered in nylon to make them 
quieter. 

Windows incorporated in all panels of the folding door with 
natural rubber profiles EDPM.

The polyurethane foam injection inside the panel guarantees 
perfect insulation. The density of the injected and 
expanded polyurethane is not lower than 43/45 Kg/m3.

The “U”-shaped lower track is a folded galvanized steel 
profile with spacers which facilitate the door installation, 
respecting its measures.

1
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4

folding, a galvanized steel profile is installed, 120x40mm 
and is fixed with corner supports. 

Locking bar:  For hand protection, allowing a comfortable 
door opening and closing. The locking bars slide in Teflon-
coated guides, which guarantee a precise, silent and soft 
movement. 

Hardware: The hinges are made of aluminium alloy 
die-cast and pressure injected, are painted in matt black 
and are fixed in the internal side. Its design allows the 
shock absorption, limiting the damage that the leaves can 
endure.

Standard door With pedestrian door
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Vision window with
 rubber frame
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View of the polyurethane foam inside 
the panel.
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* For other technical specifications about folding doors with 
guides, see page 20.
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Grey brilliant
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Brown earth

RAL 8019
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RAL 9002
White grey

RAL 9010
White pure

RAL 3000
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RAL 1021
Yellow

RAL 9016
White traffic

RAL 7016
Grey anthracite
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The Inkema swing sliding doors offer a wide range of 
configurations: they can be installed with or without lower 
guide, depending on their characteristics.

For small spaces, but with an intense vehicle traffic, the best 
option is the sliding door without lower guide: the weight is 
totally compatible with the upper track and it can be assembled 
with a motor.
For big openings, the best solution is the sliding door with a 
lower guide. Maximum functionality and durability.

Practical solutions to increase the space available.

Panels: The door is formed by one or two 52 mm thick 
leaves, with an internal perimetric frame of galvanized 
steel profile of 2 mm thick. The leaves are also covered by 
a galvanized steel sheet, and submitted to phosphate 
coating of 20 micron thick.

Guides: The upper guide is fixed on the ceiling on a galva-
nized steel tube. This guide remains hidden thanks to a 
lacquered sheet cover.

Sliding Doors

We have a wide range of colours and windows 
to personalise the panels.

Sliding door with three leaves. Sliding door with two leaves.

Sliding Doors

In the case of having a lower track, the door’s double 
bearing steel wheels are mounted there.

Locking bar: This safety device avoids hand entrapment 
and allows its locking at the same time of the door in two 
points. The locking bars run on Teflon-coated tracks. They 
allow a soft, quiet and precise operating.

Rough opening

Rough opening
1/2 rough door 
   width + 100

rough door width

1/2 rough door 
   width + 100

Sliding door of one leaf and of two leaves.

The upper guide of the door remains hidden thanks to a 
lacquered plate cover.

The space between the leave and the fixed points is 50 mm 
to avoid entrapments. For manual, motorized or doors ready 
to be motorized.

Optional incorporation of window with natural rubber profiles 
EDPM in the pass-doors or in the leaves of the sliding door.

Pass-door coupled in one of the leaves of the sliding door 
with lower frame.

The polyurethane foam injection inside the panel guarantees 
perfect insulation. The density of the injected and expanded 
polyurethane is not lower than 43/45 Kg/m3.

Class 3 wind resistance certification. The door can withstand 
winds up to 120km per hour.
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Bottom sliding wheel
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3

* For other technical specifications about sliding doors 
with/without lower guide, see page 21.
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The Inkema range of Large Dimension doors has been 
developed to cover big open surfaces satisfying the specific 
needs of our customers.

The dimensioning possibilities of the door leaves are practically 
unlimited. These doors are usually exposed to humidity, cold, 
dust or heavy winds, always in conformity with the Harmonized 
European Standards. 

There are 3 types of Large Dimension doors:

Giant doors for big facilities.

Typical applications for these type of doors: mechanical heavy 
industries, energy plants, shipyards, big warehouses, bridge 
cranes and aircraft hangars.

Large dimensions

The panels for High Dimension doors are manufactured with 
a thickness of 52mm. for doors with a height not higher than 
6 metres. For bigger doors, between 6 and 10 metres 
height,  thickness increases up to 82mm.

All folding doors can be motorized to ease their use, even 
when they have already been manufactured or installed.

Pedestrian door coupled in one of the leaves of the sliding 
door with lower frame.

The windows incorporated in the leaves can be made of 
clear, greyish-shaded or anti-reflective glass. The profiles can 
be of natural rubber EDPM or aluminium.

Industrial closing systems fully personalised according to 
the customer’s needs.  Customized doors, adapted to their 
future location.

View of the upper track, especially manufac-
tured for each particular door.

Locking device of the door. Motors are subject to a special process 
for their design and implementation. 

1
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4

Large dimensions

Folding doors: They are formed by an assembly of folding 
panels, of high reliability and minimum maintenance. They 
are ideal for the closing of big spaces.

Glassed doors: For big openings with plenty of light, the 
glassed doors with lower track are the best solution due to 
the fact that they offer an extremely clear and bright work 
environment.

Sliding doors: Sliding doors with one or several leaves 
allow the closing of big openings. Its optimal solidity and its 
maximum functionality are their main characteristics.
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1

2

View of the push handle.
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1 3

* For other technical specifications about Large Dimension 
Doors, according to our 3-type range, see pages 19, 20 and 21.
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In Inkema we have the widest range of colours and finishing in 
rolling doors, allowing a total personalisation of the product, 
making each model unique and exclusive for its use in 
businesses and industries.

Our range of rolling doors is always classified according to our 
customers’ needs (visibility, security, elegance, etc.) in the 
following models:

The quality of our doors makes us unique.
Iron rolling doors: They are the most used closing 
system, due to its efficiency, strength and practicality. 
There are 5 types of slats: Décor model (transparent, 
elegance of its lines), Mesh model (with round or scallop 
shaped, depending on the joints, 8mm steel.) Tubonda 
model (high resistance, of 14x1,2mm galvanized tube, 
ideal for big openings), Italia model (elegant, robust and 
with galvanized finishing, 18 mm zinc tube), Micro perfo-
rated model (with micro perforated jointing, optimal 
ventilation and optional lacquering).Aluminium rolling doors: They are an interesting solution 

for businesses, because they facilitate the integration of 
the closing into the shop decoration.
There are three types of slats: Safety slats (total opacity, 
fire-lacquered, polyester-powdered or anodized), die 
cutting slats (simple or double, they allow the vision of the 
inside of the premises) and micro perforated slats (ideal 
for shop windows, as they allow a proper ventilation of the 
premises, they do not cover the vision of the inside keeping 
the safety of the opaque slat.

In Inkema all our roll-up doors have been studied to satisfy all 
the aesthetic and quality requirements. What is more, the 
fulfilment of all the mandatory health and safety requirements 
allows all our models to be CE certified.

SAFETY slats DIE CUTTING slats MICROPERFORATED slats

Aluminium 
Rolling Doors

Automatisms:

DÉCOR model

Iron 

MESH model TUBONDA model ITALIA model MICRO PERFORATED model

Actuators: Actuator coupled to the axle of the door. 
Optional battery motor, allowing the door to be operated 
without power supply for some manoeuvres. Noiseless. 
For doors of intensive use or large dimension doors.

Access control: Safety spiral line buried under the pave-
ment. Remote controls. Door opening with bluetooth 
system. Keypads. Proximity key-card. Access control unit. 
Door unlocking function.

Optimal performance

The Inkema roll-up doors have the most advanced automa-
tisms and control systems installed.

Electromechanical latches. Security locks. Winding box.
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Technical specifications

Vertical lift

High lift

Sectional doors

Technical specifications

Folding doors - Hinge type
Standard lift

Low lift

Panel thickness:
     From 0 to 6000 mm: 52 mm
     From 6000 mm to 10000 mm: 82 mm

Door maximum dimensions:
     Width: 5 metres (Motorized)
     Width: 8 metres (Manual)
     Height: 8 metres

Optional Pass-door:
     With lower bumper
     Without lower bumper

Window with rubber frame and glass of 5+5mm.
Available sizes:
     500x500 600x1200
     500x700 700x700
     500x1000 700x1000

Aluminium window with glass of 5+5mm.
Available sizes:
     500x500 600x1200
     500x700 700x700
     500x1000 700x1000

Other specifications:
Standard colour in white/grey RAL 9002 similar
Working temperature: -30ºC; +70ºC
CE marking EN 13241-1 (CPD), class 3 wind resistance.
Soundproofing: R=28dB according to UNI EN 717-1.
Heat transfer coefficient: U=1.7 W/m2. ºK according to UNE 13241
Motorization of any of the doors, except for hinge type mod. 3+X
  

Panel characteristics:
     Width: 40 mm. 
     Height: 500 mm / 610 mm
     Weight: 9,83 Kg/m2
     Density: 40-42 kg/m2( ±5% ).
     
Panel insulation factor:
     K value – Watt m2. °C – 0.50

Opcions:
     80 mm panel width.
     Pedestrian door with or without lower frame. 
     Stainless steel hardware
     Pulls with handle and external lock. 
     Windows with rubber profiles.

  Windows:
21mm thickness panel. 
3 Sizes: 638x206mm / 680x373mm (rectangular) 
663x343mm. (oval)
 
Other specifications:
Water resistance: IP65
Wind resistance: Up to 120km/h. Type 3 
Fire resistance: B3 / DIN 4102
Working temperature: -30ºC; +60ºC 
Sound insulation: R=28dB
All doors can be motorized.
All tolerances according regulation DIN EN 10130

Regulative:
Doors designed in compliance with norm UNE -EN 13241.
In addition to the following parameters :
     EN 12604 : 2000   Mechanical aspects of the doors (requirements)
     EN 12605 : 2000   Mechanical aspects of the doors (tests)
     EN 12453 : 2000   Security in the use of motorized doors (requirements)
     EN 12445 : 2000   Security in the use of motorized doors (tests) 

Standard lift:
Width < 8000
Heigh < 6000

High lift:
Width < 8000
Heigh < 6000

Vertical lift (levellers below):
Width < 8000
Heigh < 6000

Vertical lift:
Width < 8000
Heigh < 6000

Low lift:
Width < 5000
Heigh < 5400

H = Door heigh H = Door heigh

H = Door heigh

H = Door heigh

VERTICAL SECTION
STANDARD FIXATION

VERTICAL SECTION
CEILING FIXATION

HORIZONTAL SECTION

Upper guide view

Lower guide view

Rough opening

Rough opening

Rough opening

Rough opening
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Rough opening
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Technical specifications
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Technical specifications Technical specifications

Sliding doors - with lower guide* 
Panel thickness:
     From 0 to 6000 mm: 52 mm
     From 6000 mm to 10000 mm: 82 mm

Door maximum dimensions:
     Width: 30 metres 
     Height: 10 metres

Optional Pedestrian door:
     For the inside or the outside of the installation

Window with rubber frame and glass of 5+5mm.
Available sizes:
     500x500 500x1000        700x700
     500x700 600x1200        700x1000

Aluminium window with glass 5+5mm.
Available sizes:
     500x500 500x1000        700x700
     500x700 600x1200        700x1000

Other specifications:
Standard colour in white/grey RAL 9002 similar
Working temperature: -30ºC; +70ºC
CE marking EN 13241-1 (CPD), clase 3 wind resistance.
Soundproofing: R=28dB according to UNI EN 717-1.
Heat transfer: U=1.6 W/m2. ºK according to UNE 13241
  

Folding doors - Guided type
Panel thickness:
     From 0 to 6000 mm: 52 mm
     From 6000 mm to 10000 mm: 82 mm

Maximum dimensions of the door with lower track:
     Width: 110 metres
     Height: 10 metres

Optional Pass-door:
     With lower bumper
     Without lower bumper

Other specifications:
Standard colour in white/grey RAL9002 similar
Working temperature: -30ºC; +70ºC
CE marking EN 13241-1 (CPD), class 4 of resistance to wind.
Soundproofing: R=28dB according to UNI EN 717-1.
Heat transfer: U=1.7 W/m2. ºK according to UNE 13241
Motorization of all doors.
  

Window with rubber frame and glass of 5+5mm.
Available sizes:
     500x500 500x1000        700x700
     500x700 600x1200        700x1000

Aluminium window with glass of 5+5mm.
Available sizes:
     500x500 500x1000        700x700
     500x700 600x1200        700x1000

Sliding doors - without lower guide 
Maximum dimensions of the door without lower guide:
     Width: 5 metres
     Height: 6 metres

*The same characteristics apply for the doors without guides, except for the max. dimensions of the doors.
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Technical specifications Technical specifications
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Customers who already trust us

Since the beginning of Inkema, thousands of customers have
trusted and still do trust us. From big multinational companies 
from around the word, to smaller companies in search for 
products of quality at a competitive price.

The preferential and professional treatment of our sales 
force towards our customers allow us to generate the neces-
sary trust which has made us become one of the main manu-
facturers specialised in offering integral solutions for loading 
and unloading of goods, as well as industrial closings.

Present in more than 80 countries.

Food industry and distribution:

Below are some of our main customers from
around the world,  organized by sector:

 Food Industry and distribution 
 Logistics and transport
 Services and commercial
 Automotive 
 Construction
 Inspection and certification
 Chemical and pharmaceutical

Inkema is a company with a large experience in the design of loading bays and industrial closings. Our International Distribution 
Network has the mission of meeting the demands of more than 80 countries, and is able to compete efficiently in markets that are 
subject to a continuous process of changes and globalisation.
For this reason, the company needs to manufacture its machinery and products in big installations to guarantee the delivery dates 
to our customers.

Manufacturing plants

We build doors specially designed for you.

Guarantee, security and technical service

Inkema worldwide

Some firms manufacture their products without offering a full guarantee. Unfortunately, some firms prefer to cut down on security 
systems. Others prefer to make their products with poor-quality materials. Inkema is aware of this reality, and for that reason we 
state that we manufacture a premium quality product with the maximum guarantee and security. Always with the aim to satisfy 
the needs of our customers at the fairest price. But without compromising the security and the guarantee of our products and 
systems.

Logistics and transport:

Other productive sectors:

Construction:

Automotive:

Services and commercial:

The main manufacturing plant of the company is located in the 
Inkema headquarters in Parets del Vallès, very close to Barce-
lona (Spain). Its installations of more than 5.000m2 have the 
mission to produce machinery of the highest quality. In 
addition, there is always a permanent stock in our warehouses, 
which allows us to cover the most immediate needs of our 
customers.

On the other hand, Inkema has a second production plant in 
Timisoara, in Romania. The plant located there has new and 
modern installations of more than 1,500m2. Its main mission is 
to satisfy the needs of our customers from the countries of 
Eastern Europe and Russia.

Headquarters and warehouse in Parets del Vallès (Barcelona - Spain) Manufacturing plant and warehouse in Timisoara (Romania)
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Inkema Range

Inkema is not just a specialist in industrial doors. More than 35 
years of experience in its sector have led Inkema to extend its 
product  range,  to  fully  satisfy  all  the  needs  of  its custom-
ers,   from    more    than    80    countries.

Inkema’s range of products brings together variety,  innovation, 
functionality, quality, price and service. This is the result ofthe 
constant work of its different departments.

The range includes: loading bays, dock levellers, loading 
bridges,  free standing frames and dock houses, dock shelters, 
scissor lift tables, industrial doors, high-speed doors and fire 
doors. All of the products can be made to a wide range of sizes.

Just contact the Inkema specialists and they will deal  with 
meeting all of your needs.

A Wide Range to Satisfy All Needs.

inkema@inkema.com

 Inkema Sistemas S.L. reserves the right to change the specifications without prior notice with a view to improving the product.
 The data in this catalogue are informative in nature and in no case may be deemed to represent contractual conditions.

export@inkema.com
Tel 902 47 47 46
+34 93 544 47 08

Loading Bays Loading Bridges Scissor Lift Tables

High-Speed Doors Fire DoorsDock Shelters




